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1. Introduction 
The Deliverable D5.2 entitled “The incorporation of diffusion coefficients from 
VERB into IMPTAM” is the second Deliverable of the WP5 “Low energy electrons 
model improvements to develop forecasting products”. The second objective of 
this WP is to adapt the IMPTAM to include proper diffusion coefficients provided 
by VERB radiation belts model. During the work under the Deliverable D5.2, the 
main focus was set at the Task 5.2 “Incorporating the proper diffusion 
coefficients into IMPTAM provided by VERB radiation belts model”. 

Electrons with energies less than 100 keV are one of the important 
constituents of the inner Earth’s magnetosphere. The electron fluxes at these keV 
energies vary significantly with the current activity on the scale of minutes or 
even shorter [Ganushkina et al., 2013, 2014]. Electron losses occur on the time 
scales of minutes or hours which is much shorter than those times for ions. The 
dominant loss process is pitch angle scattering with due to interactions with 
waves (see, for example, the reviews by Shprits et al. [2008a,b] and references 
therein) which results in the precipitation of electrons into the ionosphere. 
Lower band chorus (LBC) and upper band chorus (UBC) waves contribute 
significantly to the scattering processes of keV electrons outside the 
plasmapause. Inside the plasmasphere, electron pitch angle scattering occurs 
due to interactions with the plasmaspheric hiss. It is difficult to quantify globally 
the electron losses due to pitch angle scattering, since the rate of pitch angle 
diffusion for a given electron energy depends on the wave amplitude, wave 
frequency, and wave normal distributions, as well as the plasma density and 
background magnetic field. 

Wave-particle interactions have to be incorporated into the IMPTAM model 
via diffusion coefficients. The proper incorporation of wave-particle interactions 
was possible due to the existence of Full Diffusion Code (FDC) model [Shprits and 
Ni, 2009], which provided the diffusion coefficients calculated in a non-dipole 
field [Orlova et al., 2012]. The matrix of diffusion coefficients as a function of L-
shell, pitch-angle, and energy for various levels of geomagnetic activity was 
computed by FDC. Using the diffusion coefficients, the losses were 
parameterized. The model for the electron lifetimes due to interactions with 
chorus waves was parameterized by kinetic energy, distance, and Kp for night, 
dawn, prenoon, and postnoon MLT sectors [Orlova and Shprits, 2014]. For hiss 
waves, two models were developed, one based on CRRES observations [Orlova et 
al., 2014] and another on Van Allen Probes measurements [Orlova et al., 2016], 
both computed lifetimes parameterized as a function of L, kinetic energy, Kp and 
MLT. These computed lifetimes were included in to the IMPTAM code.  

The modeling results are presented for one example storm event on February 
28 - March 2, 2013. Data on low energy electron fluxes from several satellites in 
the inner magnetosphere were available for this storm period. We primarily 
used the electron fluxes with energies from 1 to 50 keV for our analysis. These 
energies are most important for surface charging. We focused on the results for 
AMC 12 measurements at geostationary orbit and for Van Allen Probes inside 
geostationary orbit. AMC12 CEASE electrostatic analyzer measured low energy 
electron fluxes in 10 channels, covering the range 5 – 50 keV. The Van Allen 
Probes mission consists of two spacecraft in near-equatorial elliptical orbits 
around Earth, traversing the inner magnetosphere at distances from 1.1 RE to 5.8 
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RE at a 9-hour period. The two satellites have slightly different orbits, with one 
lapping the other every 2.5 months. We use measurements from HOPE 
instrument which measures the pitch angle distribution of electrons over the 
energy range from 1 keV up to 45 keV and from MagEIS instrument with electron 
measurements over the energy range of 30 keV to 200 keV. 

The results of data-model comparison are presented in the paper "Losses of 
keV electrons in the inner Earth’s magnetosphere” by N. Ganushkina, I. Sillanpää, 
S. Dubyagin, Yu. Shprits (draft for submission), below as a part of the 
Deliverable D5.2 report. 
 
2. Conclusions 
The losses are taken into account by incorporating the electron lifetimes into 
IMPTAM following several models. The modeling results are presented for one 
example storm event on February 28 - March 2, 2013. The data-model 
comparison are made for observations at geostationary orbit by AMC12 satellite 
measuring electron fluxes with energies from 5 to 50 keV and inside 
geostationary orbit by Van Allen Probes instruments covering the energy range 
from 1 to 200 keV. It was demonstrated that in the absence of electron losses, all 
variations which can be seen in the modeled low energy electron fluxes at 
geostationary orbit are caused by the variations in IMPTAM’s parameters which 
are the solar wind and IMF parameters and Dst index included in background 
magnetic and electric field models and boundary conditions. The inclusion of the 
strong diffusion resulted in flux drops to almost zero values at and inside 
geostationary orbit at day- and duskside. Taking into account the electron losses 
by electron lifetimes for strong and weak diffusion (following Chen et al. [2005]), 
led to somewhat reasonable agreement between the observed and modeled 
fluxes with the modeled fluxes being one order of magnitude higher than the 
observed ones. The fluxes with electron energies from 15 to 50 keV are better 
modeled. The detailed dynamics of the observed fluxes was not reproduced. 
When the electron losses due to interactions with chorus waves [Orlova and 
Shprits, 2014] and with hiss waves [Orlova et al., 2014, 2016] were introduced, 
the observed geostationary electron fluxes were well reproduced during the 
storm maximum. The fluxes of electrons with energies from 15 to 50 keV were 
closer to the observed ones than those with lower energies between 5 and 15 
keV. The discrepancy between the modeled and the observed fluxes is due to the 
way how the electron lifetimes were parameterized for low energies. Although, 
the detailed dynamics of observed fluxes was not fully reproduced, the 
representation for electron lifetimes for keV electrons obtained from the VERB 
code is the best available model at present. The keV electron fluxes vary 
significantly on the time scales of tens of minutes. The electron lifetimes 
parameterized by 3-hour Kp index do not reflect the full picture of shorter time 
variations. Further IMPTAM validation will lead to better understanding of the 
necessity to develop the model for electron lifetimes with more detailed 
dependence on energy and other than Kp geomagnetic indices. 
 
3. Future tasks and connection to other WPs 
The IMPTAM with the incorporated losses as electron lifetimes in Deliverable 
D5.2 will be used further with more detailed validation throughout the project 
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and for future Deliverables of WP5. Since it was shown that it is necessary to 
further develop the model for electron lifetimes with more detailed dependence 
on energy and other than Kp geomagnetic indices, the steps towards this will be 
taken during the work under Task 5.3. In Task 5.3, maps in (L, MLT, pitch angle, 
energy) of low energy electrons will be constructed as output from the improved 
IMPTAM. Both quiet and disturbed events will be selected for modelling 
according to data availability, and the model output will be compared to the 
observed electron fluxes to further model verification. The low energy electron 
maps for the modelled events will be provided to the VERB code as seed keV 
population for further accelerations to MeV energies. The results of the IMPTAM 
will be validated against satellite observations and will be also compared with 
the NARMAX predictions (Task 6.3 in WP6). Task 5.4 will result in developing 
of a trial version of forecast model for low energy electrons which will be part of 
Task 7.2 in WP7 for implementation of VERB-IMPTAM model in fusion of 
forecasting tools. 
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Abstract12

The role of the loss process of pitch angle di↵usion for keV electrons in the inner13

Earth’s magnetosphere is investigated. The losses are taken into account by incorporating14

the electron lifetimes into Inner Magnetosphere Particle Transport and Acceleration Model15

(IMPTAM) following several models. The modeling results are presented for one exam-16

ple storm event on February 28 - March 2, 2013. The data-model comparison are made17

for observations at geostationary orbit by AMC12 satellite measuring electron fluxes with18

energies from 5 to 50 keV and inside geostationary orbit by Van Allen Probes instruments19

covering the energy range from 1 to 200 keV. It was demonstrated that in the absence of20

electron losses, all variations which can be seen in the modeled low energy electron fluxes21

at geostationary orbit are caused by the variations in IMPTAM’s parameters which are22

the solar wind and IMF parameters and Dst index included in background magnetic and23

electric field models and boundary conditions. The inclusion of the strong di↵usion only24

(according to Chen and Schulz [2001b]) resulted in flux drops to almost zero values at and25

inside geostationary orbit at day- and duskside. Taking into account the electron losses26

by electron lifetimes for strong and weak di↵usion (following Chen et al. [2005]), led to27

somewhat reasonable agreement between the observed and modeled fluxes with the mod-28

eled fluxes being one order of magnitude higher than the observed ones. The fluxes with29

electron energies from 15 to 50 keV are better modeled. The detailed dynamics of the ob-30

served fluxes was not reproduced. On the next step, instead of representing the strong and31

weak di↵usion in general form, pitch angle di↵usion due to interaction with the specific32

waves was introduced as the electron losses due to interactions with chorus waves [Orlova33

and Shprits, 2014] and with hiss waves [Orlova et al., 2014, 2016]. The observed geosta-34

tionary electron fluxes were well reproduced during the storm maximum. The fluxes of35

electrons with energies from 15 to 50 keV were closer to the observed ones than those36

with lower energies between 5 and 15 keV. The discrepancy between the modeled and the37

observed fluxes is due to the way how the electron lifetimes were parameterized for low38

energies. Although, the detailed dynamics of observed fluxes was not fully reproduced,39

the representation for electron lifetimes for keV electrons obtained from the VERB code40

is the best available model at present. The keV electron fluxes vary significantly on the41

time scales of tens of minutes. The electron lifetimes parameterized by 3-hour Kp index42

do not reflect the full picture of shorter time variations. Further IMPTAM validation will43
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lead to better understanding of the necessity to develop the model for electron lifetimes44

with more detailed dependence on energy and other than Kp geomagnetic indices.45

1 Introduction46

Electrons with energies less than 100 keV are one of the important constituents of47

the inner Earth’s magnetosphere. Measurements of inner magnetosphere electrons are48

sparse as compared to the ions. Based on OGO 3 satellite data, it was shown that low-49

energy (<50 keV) electrons provide about 25% of the energy in the ring current region50

during storm times [Frank, 1967]. Liu et al. [2005] analyzed Explorer 45 electron data51

for energies from 1 to 200 keV and found the electron contribution of about 7.5% during52

quiet time and about 19% during storm time.53

The electron fluxes at these keV energies vary significantly with the geomagnetic54

activity on the scale of minutes or even shorter, e.g. they react rather quickly to the ac-55

tivity changes. The electrons with energies of 10’s of keVs do not penetrate deep into the56

satellite materials but stay near the surface. They can be responsible for surface charging57

e↵ects which is a serious risk for satellites [Garrett, 1981; Lanzerotti et al., 1998; Davis et58

al., 2008].59

keV electrons constitute the seed population, being further accelerated to MeV ener-60

gies by various processes in the Earth’s radiation belts. The acceleration process is due to61

interactions with the VLF whistler-mode chorus waves, which grow as a result of a pres-62

ence of the anisotropic population of electrons at energies of 10’s to 100’s of keVs [Helli-63

well, 1967] caused by substorm injections [Tsurutani and Smith, 1974]. Chorus waves in-64

teract with seed electrons through cyclotron resonance and can accelerate electrons to very65

high energies [Kennel and Petschek, 1966; Horne et al., 2005; Chen et al., 2007; Thorne,66

2010]. Energetic charged particles trapped in the radiation belts are a major source of67

damaging space weather e↵ects on space assets.68

Resonant interactions with di↵erent kind of waves in the magnetosphere violate the69

first or second or both adiabatic invariants of the particle motion and result in pitch angle70

scattering and in subsequent loss into the atmosphere (see, for example, the reviews by71

Shprits et al. [2008a,b] and references therein). Due to pitch angle scattering, equatorial72

pitch angle become small enough to be inside the loss cone. When the bounce-averaged73

pitch angle scattering rate D↵↵ is much smaller than 4↵2
LC/⌧B (where ⌧B is the bounce74
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period for particles with equatorial pitch angle ↵LC ), the equatorial loss cone remains75

essentially empty. According to Kennel [1969] and Schulz [1974], the particles undergo76

"weak di↵usion" which cannot result in e�cient depletion of magnetospheric particles by77

di↵using the quasi-trapped population into the equatorial loss cone. Weak di↵usion occurs78

at L-shells where particle distribution is essentially anisotropic, such as, inside the plasma-79

sphere. When the scattering due to wave-particle interactions is rapid enough to become80

comparable to or above 4↵2
LC/⌧B , particles di↵use across the equatorial loss cone in less81

than a quarter bounce period and the particle distribution can maintain an essentially filled82

loss cone that approaches isotropy, and this process is called "strong di↵usion" [Kennel,83

1969; Schulz, 1974]. Strong di↵usion occurs at L-shells where the particle distribution is84

very close to isotropic, such as, for example, in the near-Earth plasma sheet.85

Electron losses occur on the time scales of minutes or hours which is much shorter86

than those times for ions. Lower band chorus (LBC) and upper band chorus (UBC) waves87

contribute significantly to the scattering processes of keV electrons outside the plasma-88

pause. Inside the plasmasphere, electron pitch angle scattering occurrs due to interac-89

tions with the plasmaspheric hiss [Lyons et al., 1972; Albert, 1994] which was observed90

by OGO satellite series as incoherent whistler mode emissions in the ELF/VLF frequency91

range [Russell et al., 1969; Thorne et al., 1973]. It was shown that hiss waves are respon-92

sible for the formation of the slot region [Lyons and Thorne, 1973] in the radiation belts.93

It is di�cult to quantify globally the electron losses due to pitch angle scattering,94

since the rate of pitch angle di↵usion for a given electron energy depends on the wave95

amplitude, wave frequency, and wave normal distributions, as well as the plasma density96

and background magnetic field. Earlier representation of electron lifetimes due to strong97

pitch angle scattering [Schulz, 1974, 1998] have been widely used when modeling inner98

magnetosphere electrons. Chen and Schulz [2001a,b] formulated a combination of two99

models for electron pitch-angle scattering, one of them corresponded to the limiting ide-100

alization of strong pitch-angle di↵usion everywhere and the other was based on the "less101

than everywhere strong" (the term used by the authors) scattering with a prescribed depen-102

dence on MLT. This combination allowed a smooth transition from strong pitch angle dif-103

fusion in the plasma sheet to weak di↵usion in the plasmasphere. Types of wave-particle104

interactions due to certain waves were not specified. Using of this model resulted in a105

good agreement between the simulated di↵use auroral electron distributions and observa-106
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tions [Chen et al., 2005] but the disadvantage was the absence of activity dependence in107

the model.108

Quite recently, separate parameterizations of electron lifetimes for chorus and hiss109

waves were developed. Several studies have recently examined the chorus wave proper-110

ties [Haque et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011; Ni et al., 2011; Bunch et al., 2012; Meredith et111

al., 2012; Bunch et al., 2013; Agapitov et al., 2013; Spasojevic and Shprits, 2013]. Ear-112

lier studies on the calculations and parameterization of the electron lifetimes due to the113

resonant interactions with chorus waves [Shprits et al., 2007; Gu et al., 2012; Mourenas114

and Ripoll, 2012; Artemyev et al., 2013a] used the dipole field approximation. Orlova and115

Shprits [2014] have developed a realistic chorus wave model and calculated the electron116

lifetimes in the realistic Tsyganenko T89 [Tsyganenko, 1989] magnetic field model. The117

model was parameterized by kinetic energy, distance, and Kp for night, dawn, prenoon,118

and postnoon MLT sectors. At distances > 5 RE , lifetimes of 10 keV electrons can be of119

several hours for Kp = 2 and of 15 min for Kp=6. For fixed Kp and E > 10 keV, life-120

times decrease by several times from 3 to 8 RE . For energies < 50 keV, chorus waves121

contribute to electron scattering mainly at night- and dawnside. At larger energies, domi-122

nant scattering of electrons occurs on the dawn and prenoon MLT sectors.123

There are number of e↵ects which can influence the scattering rates and which are124

not fully understood. The wave amplitude is one of the most important factors that deter-125

mine the scattering rates. Currently, the detailed chorus wave statistical properties at high126

latitudes are not known. Shprits et al. [2006] showed that the di↵usion coe�cients are127

highly dependent on the plasma density and latitudinal distribution of waves. It was re-128

cently shown that very oblique chorus waves with even small amplitude can substantially129

influence electron scattering and strongly reduce the lifetimes [Mourenas et al., 2012;130

Artemyev et al., 2013b]. UBC waves mainly contribute to the lifetimes of 1-10 keV elec-131

trons and their properties are still poorly known.132

Plasmaspheric hiss is important for keV electrons inside the plasmapause. Statistical133

studies of hiss wave distributions have demonstrated that waves are present at all MLTs134

being more intense on the dayside, extend to latitudes above 30 degrees, and depend on135

geomagnetic activity Meredith et al. [2004]; Golden et al. [2012]; Agapitov et al. [2013]; Li136

et al. [2015]. Orlova et al. [2014] obtained the empirical parameterizations of wave activ-137

ity and derived a parametric model of electron lifetimes based on the data from the CR-138
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RES mission. Recently, Spasojevic et al. [2015] presented an improved empirical model of139

plasmaspheric hiss intensity obtained using the Van Allen Probes measurements. New pa-140

rameterizations of electron lifetimes was developed by Orlova et al. [2016] based on hiss141

wave intensity model of Spasojevic et al. [2015] and realistic spectral distributions of Li et142

al. [2015]. The computed lifetimes are parameterized as a function of L, kinetic energy,143

Kp, and MLT. The wave parameters used in calculations of electron lifetimes are very im-144

portant. What is missing at present are the extension of hiss intensity to high latitudes and145

the global models of wave normal angles at di↵erent distances.146

Recent attempts to incorporate electron lifetimes with the parameterizations de-147

scribed above to represent the losses for keV electrons when modeling their transport148

in the inner magnetosphere were made by Ganushkina et al. [2014]; Chen et al. [2015].149

Ganushkina et al. [2014] used the Chen et al. [2005] electron lifetimes for strong di↵usion150

and the Shprits et al. [2007] electron lifetimes for weak di↵usion. They studied the trans-151

port and acceleration of the 5-50 keV electrons from the plasma sheet to geostationary152

orbit for nonstorm event on 24-30 November 2011 with emphasis on the role of isolated153

substorms present during this event. Chen et al. [2015] incorporated the parameterized154

electron loss rates of chorus waves using Orlova and Shprits [2014] outside the plasmas-155

phere and of hiss Orlova et al. [2014] inside the plasmasphere for simulations of 10 Au-156

gust 2000 storm with RCM-E model. They showed that the Kp and MLT parameterized157

electron lifetimes provide much better results compared to simple and static electron loss158

models such as strong di↵usion.159

In the present paper we investigate the role of the loss process of pitch angle di↵u-160

sion for keV electrons in the inner Earth’s magnetosphere. The modeling results are pre-161

sented for one example storm event on February 28 - March 2, 2013 (Section 2). We take162

into account the electron losses by incorporating the electron lifetimes into Inner Magne-163

tosphere Particle Transport and Acceleration Model (IMPTAM) [Ganushkina et al., 2013,164

2014, 2015] which is decribed in Section 3 following several models for them. We start165

with the case with no losses (Section 4) and, then, introduce first strong di↵usion and add166

weak di↵usion following Chen et al. [2005] model (Section 5). Section 6 presents the re-167

sults of incorporating the electron lifetimes due to interactions with chorus waves given168

by Orlova and Shprits [2014] and hiss waves given by Orlova et al. [2014, 2016] obtained169

from the VERB code developed by Ni et al. [2008] and Shprits and Ni [2009]. The data-170

model comparison are made for observations at geostationary orbit by AMC12 satellite171
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measuring electron fluxes with energies from 5 to 50 keV and inside geostationary orbit172

by Van Allen Probes instruments covering the energy range from 1 to 200 keV. In Sec-173

tion 7 we summarize the obtained results.174

2 February 28 - March 2, 2013 Storm: Event Overview175

For modeling, we selected the very typical storm which occurred on February 28 -176

March 2, 2013. Figure 1 shows the (a) IMF Bz variations, (b) solar wind velocity Vsw ,177

and (c) solar wind dynamic pressure Psw , observed at ACE spacecraft, (d) AE index and178

(e) Dst-index as SYM-H component. We used the openly available ACE data at NOAA179

SWPC (http://services.swpc.noaa.gov/text/) together with data from OMNIWeb (http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/)180

and the geomagnetic indices from the World Data Center for Geomagnetism, Kyoto (http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-181

u.ac.jp/wdc/Sec3.html). The storm was a CIR-driven storm with Dst index drop to about182

80 nT at abut 1000 UT on March 1st. IMF Bz oscillated a lot and dropped to -15 nT183

at about 0830 UT on March 1st. Solar wind velocity increased from 350 to 650 km/s,184

solar wind dynamic pressure peaked at 8 nPa at about 1100 UT on March 1st. AE in-185

dex showed increased substorm activity reaching of 800- 1400 nT in peaks. Kp index186

(not shown) was 1-2 during February 28th but quickly increased to 5 in the beginning of187

March 1st and stayed at 4 from 12 UT until 03 UT on March 2nd. During March 2nd, it188

was at the level of 3.189

Data on low energy electron fluxes from several satellites in the inner magneto-190

sphere were available for this storm period. It includes AMC 12, GOES 13 and GOES191

15, LANL and Van Allen Probes satellites. AMC 12 geostationary satellite which was192

at 322.5 Deg E has a CEASE-II (Compact Environmental Anomaly Sensor) instrument193

[Dichter et al., 1998], which contains an Electrostatic Analyzer (ESA) and is a suite of194

various sensors intended to measure the in-situ space environment at the host spacecraft.195

The instrument contains a Lightly Shielded Dosimeter, a Heavily Shielded Dosimeter, a196

Particle Telescope (measuring high energy electrons and protons) and an Electrostatic An-197

alyzer for measuring low energy electron fluxes in 10 channels, covering the range 5 - 50198

keV. On GOES-13 and GOES-15 satellites which are located at geostationary orbit at lon-199

gitudes of 75 degrees and 135 degrees West, respectively, the MAGED (MAGnetospheric200

Electron Detector) instrument is a set of nine collimated solid state detectors [Hanser,201

2011; Rodriguez, 2014]. The detectors operate in five energy channels of 30–50 keV, 50–202

100 keV, 100–200 keV, 200–350 keV, and 350–600 keV for electrons. The nine detec-203
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tors, or telescopes, each with a full detection cone angle of 30 degrees, form two cross-204

ing fans with the central telescope 1 pointing directly away from the Earth. Data from205

six geosynchronous LANL spacecraft (1991-080, 1994-084, LANL-01A, LANL-02A,206

LANL-04A, LANL-97A) were available from Magnetospheric Plasma Analyzer (MPA)207

[Bame et al., 1993]. MPA instruments are electrostatic analyzers that measure the three-208

dimensional energy-per-charge distributions of both ions and electron between 1 eV/q209

and 40 keV/q. The Van Allen Probes mission [Mauk et al., 2013] consists of two space-210

craft in near-equatorial elliptical orbits around Earth, traversing the inner magnetosphere at211

distances from 1.1 RE to 5.8 RE at a 9-hour period. The two satellites have slightly dif-212

ferent orbits, with one lapping the other every 2.5 months. The HOPE (Helium Oxygen213

Proton Electron) instrument [Funsten et al., 2013], part of the Thermal plasma (ECT) suite214

[Spence et al., 2013], measures the pitch angle distribution of electrons over the energy215

range from 30 eV up to 45 keV. The Magnetic Electron Ion Spectrometer (MagEIS) in-216

strument [Blake et al., 2013] uses magnetic focusing and pulse height analysis to provide217

the cleanest possible energetic electron measurements over the critical energy range of 30218

keV to 4 MeV.219

We will primarily use the electron fluxes with energies from 1 to 150 keV for our220

analysis. These energies are most important for surface charging. Measurements onboard221

all available satellites overlap in this energy range which makes it very useful to compari-222

son. Although we made the comparison with all available data, here we present the results223

for AMC 12 measurements at geostationary orbit and for Van Allen Probes inside geosta-224

tionary orbit to keep the number of figures reasonable.225

3 Modeling approach: Inner Magnetosphere Particle Transport and Acceleration229

Model230

The IMPTAM [Ganushkina et al., 2013, 2014, 2015] traces distributions of electrons231

in the drift approximation with arbitrary pitch angles from the plasma sheet to the inner232

L-shell regions with energies reaching up to hundreds of keVs in time-dependent magnetic233

and electric fields. We trace a distribution of particles in the drift approximation, and we234

take into account the E ⇥ B drift, and magnetic drifts with bounce-average drift veloci-235

ties [Roederer, 1970]. Relativistic e↵ects for electrons are taken into account in the drift236

velocities.237
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Figure 1. February 28 - March 2, 2013 Storm Event Overview: (a) IMF Bz variations, (b) solar wind veloc-

ity Vsw , and (c) solar wind dynamic pressure Psw , measured by ACE spacecraft, (d) AE and (e) Dst-index as

SYM-H component provided by the Kyoto World Data Center for Geomagnetism.

226

227

228
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To follow the evolution of the particle distribution function f and particle fluxes238

in the inner magnetosphere dependent on the position R, time t, energy Ekin , and pitch239

angle ↵, it is necessary to specify: (1) particle distribution at initial time at the model240

boundary; (2) magnetic and electric fields everywhere dependent on time; (3) drift ve-241

locities; (3) all sources and losses of particles. The changes in the distribution function242

f (R, �, t , Ekin , ↵), where R and � are the radial and azimuthal coordinates in the equa-243

torial plane, respectively, are obtained by solving the equation df
dt =

@ f
@� · V� +

@ f
@R ·244

VR + sources � losses, where V� and VR are the azimuthal and radial components of245

the bounce-average drift velocity. The model boundary can be set in the plasma sheet at246

distances, depending on the scientific questions we are trying to answer, from 6.6 RE to247

10 RE . Liouville’s theorem is used to gain information of the entire distribution function248

by mapping the boundary conditions throughout the simulation domain, including loss249

process attenuation, through the time-varying magnetic and electric fields.250

For the obtained distribution we apply radial and pitch angle di↵usion which play251

significant roles in electron energization and loss. We solve the Fokker-Planck Equation252

for radial di↵usion [Schulz and Lanzerotti, 1974] for the obtained distribution function.253

The modified Fokker-Planck Equation which also takes into account the pitch angle di↵u-254

sion can be written as:255

df
dt
= L2 @

@L
|µ,J

1
L2 DLL

@ f
@L
|µ,J +

1
T (↵0)sin(2↵0)

@

@↵0
|p ,L T (↵0)sin(2↵0)D↵↵

@ f
@↵0

|p ,L , (1)

where L is the McIlwain parameter, µ, J are the first and second adiabatic invariants, re-256

spectively, DLL is the radial di↵usion coe�cient, ↵0 is the equatorial pitch angle, p is257

the relativistic momentum, D↵↵ are bounce and drift averaged di↵usion coe�cients, and258

T (↵0) is a function corresponding to the bounce frequency and is given by Schulz and259

Lanzerotti [1974]. Energy di↵usion can be neglected for lower energy electrons and in the260

regions where the ratio of plasma to gyro-frequency is relatively high.261

Kp-dependent radial di↵usion coe�cients DLL for the magnetic field fluctuations262

are computed as DLL = 100.056Kp�9.325L10 following Brautigam and Albert [2000]. Since263

di↵usion by the magnetic field fluctuations at L > 3 dominates di↵usion produced by264

electrostatic field fluctuations [Shprits and Thorne, 2004], we ignore the electrostatic com-265

ponent of the radial di↵usion coe�cient.266

The pitch angle di↵usion due to wave-particle interactions can be incorporated solv-267

ing Equation 1 and using D↵↵ directly as a matrix of pitch angle di↵usion coe�cients268
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dependent on L-shell, pitch-angle, and energy for various levels of geomagnetic activity.269

This matrix can be provided by radiation belts models, such as VERB code [Shprits et270

al., 2008a,b]. The most important factor is the types of waves which are considered when271

computing this matrix. Pitch angle di↵usion coe�cients D↵↵ are inversly proportional to272

the electron lifetimes ⌧. Shprits et al. [2006] showed that when the pitch angle di↵usion273

coe�cient (as a function of the equatorial pitch angle) does not exhibit local minima be-274

low 1/10th of the scattering rate near the edge of the loss cone, the electron lifetimes can275

be estimated as the inverse value of the pitch-angle di↵usion coe�cient near the edge of276

the loss cone as ⌧ = 1
D↵↵ (↵LC ) . In order to obtain ⌧, it is necessary to determine the loss277

cone pitch angles ↵LC at each L-shell and find the corresponding D↵↵ at the edge of loss278

cones by interpolating the available D↵↵ at pitch angles around it. In IMPTAM we do not279

use the pitch angle di↵usion coe�cients directly, but electron lifetimes computed from280

them. Equation 1 will take the form:281

df
dt
= L2 @

@L
|µ,J

1
L2 DLL

@ f
@L
|µ,J �

f
⌧
. (2)

Convective outflow, Coulomb collisions and loss to the atmosphere are taken into282

account. We assume strong pitch angle scattering at the distances where the ratio between283

the radius of the field line curvature in the equatorial current sheet Rc and the e↵ective284

Larmor radius ⇢ varies between 6 and 10 [Sergeev and Tsyganenko, 1982; Buchner and285

Zelenyi, 1987; Delcourt et al., 1996]. Electron precipitation to the atmosphere is calculated286

similarly to Jordanova et al. [2008] with a time scale of a quarter bounce period, and the287

loss cone corresponds to an altitude of 200 km.288

At the next time step we repeat the order of calculation: first we solve transport in-289

cluding radial di↵usion with all other losses and then apply the pitch angle di↵usion to290

the existing distribution function.291

IMPTAM can utilize any magnetic or electric field model, including a self-consistent292

magnetic field. In addition to the large-scale fields, transient fields associated with the293

dipolarization process in the magnetotail during substorm onset were modeled (e.g., Ganushk-294

ina et al. [2005]) as an earthward propagating electromagnetic pulse of localized radial295

and longitudinal extent [Li et al., 1998; Sarris et al., 2002]. IMPTAM can take into ac-296

count the self-consistency of the magnetic field by calculating the magnetic field produced297

by the model currents and feeding it back to the background magnetic field. Realistic298

model magnetic field such as Tsyganenko models [Tsyganenko, 2013] contain the pre-299
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scribed ring and near-Earth tail currents. If they are used together with calculations of the300

induced magnetic field to trace particles in them, the obtained results will be incorrect. To301

be accurate, it is necessary to remove the model ring and near-Earth tail currents from the302

background magnetic field model and consider self-consistent calculations of the magnetic303

field. The Tsyganenko models produce a near-Earth nightside field that is relatively close304

to the field distortions from self-consistent magnetic field calculations. Since we study305

the electrons, their contribution to the ring current is no more than 10%, so their contri-306

bution to the distortion of the background magnetic field is small. Taking into account307

the electric field in a self-consistent way is of high importance when modeling the inner308

magnetosphere particles [Fok et al., 2003; Liemohn and Brand, 2005]. In our study we fo-309

cus on low-energy electrons which do not contribute significantly to the total pressure as310

compared to ions, so therefore we consider this influence to be small beyond that already311

included in the chosen field models and we neglect it in this study.312

IMPTAM is driven by various solar wind, IMF and geomagnetic indices which are313

used as inputs for the di↵erent components of IMPTAM. As was shown in our previous314

validation studies [Ganushkina et al., 2015], the best models for magnetic and electric315

fields used in IMPTAM which give close comparison to the observations are the Tsy-316

ganenko T96 magnetic field model [Tsyganenko, 1995] which uses the Dst index, PSW ,317

and IMF BY and BZ as input parameters and the electric field as the Boyle et al. [1997]318

ionospheric potential mapped to the magnetosphere driven by the VSW , the IMF strength319

BIMF andBY and BZ (via IMF clock angle ✓IMF ).320

We set the model boundary at 10 RE and use the kappa electron distribution func-321

tion. We set k=1.5. Although it was found that the typical energy spectra fits best by a322

kappa distribution with spectral slopes in the range k = 4-8 [Vasyliunas, 1968; Christon323

et al., 1989, 1991], our previous results (presented as part of the review paper by Horne324

et al. [2013]) indicated that decreasing the k parameter from 5 to 1.5 gave the best agree-325

ment between the modeled and the observed electron fluxes with 50-150 keV energies at326

geostationary orbit onboard the LANL satellites. Other k values lower than in earlier stud-327

ies were recently obtained on Cluster (k = 2.89) [Walsh et al., 2013] and THEMIS (k =328

2.5-3) [Gabrielse et al., 2014]. In our model, we assume that the distribution can be fitted329

by the kappa shape only in the finite range of velocities. Parameters of the kappa distri-330

bution function are the number density n and temperature T in the plasma sheet given by331
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the Dubyagin et al. [2016] empirical model, constructed at distances between 6 and 11 RE332

based on THEMIS data.333

4 Modeling of keV electrons at geostationary orbit with IMPTAM: Absence of334

losses335

To investigate the importance of wave-particle interactions in loss processes for keV336

electrons in the inner Earth’s magnetosphere, we start with the modeling of February 28-337

March 2, 2013 storm event without taking into account any of them. We do not intro-338

duce any lifetimes for electrons due to pitch angle di↵usion. Figure 2 presents the electron339

fluxes at geostationary orbit observed by the CEASE II ESA instrument onboard the AMC340

12 satellite for (a) 50-15 keV and (b) 15-5 keV (thick black lines) and modeled with341

IMPTAM for 39.7-50.7 keV (thin black lines), 31.1-39.7 keV (blue lines), 24.3-31.1 keV342

(green lines), 19.1-24.3 keV (red lines), 15.0-19.1 keV (pink lines), 11.8-15 keV (orange343

lines), 9.27-11.8 keV (magenta lines), 7.29-9.27 keV (light pink lines), 5.74-7.29 keV344

(light blue lines), and 4.81-5.74 keV (dark green lines) for February 28-March 2, 2013345

storm. The satellite’s midnight (0230 UT) and noon (1430 UT) are marked with blue and346

yellow vertical lines, respectively. The data are in the format of time-averaged di↵erential347

fluxes (1/(cm2 · s · sr · eV )). The output from the model is integral flux (1/(cm2 · s))348

produced by all electrons coming from all directions with energies in the ten given energy349

ranges. In order to be able to compare the observed and modeled fluxes more properly, we350

need to introduce the width of the energy channel and the solid angle 4⇡. So, the model351

electron fluxes are in model flux/(4⇡� E).352

All the variations which can be seen in the modeled low energy electron fluxes are353

caused by the variations in model parameters which are the solar wind and IMF parame-354

ters and Dst index included in background magnetic and electric field models and bound-355

ary conditions. As can be noted, in average, the modeled fluxes are of 1041/(cm2 · s · sr ·356

eV ). No pronounced variations which are present in the observed fluxes can be seen in357

the modeled fluxes.358

5 Modeling of keV electrons at geostationary orbit with IMPTAM: Electron life-363

times following Chen et al. [2005]364

To start introducing electron losses due to pitch angle scattering, we consider the365

study by Chen et al. [2005] where two di↵erent models were presented. The pitch angle366
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Electron fluxes at geostationary orbit observed by the CEASE II ESA instrument onboard the

AMC 12 satellite for (a) 50-15 keV and (b) 15-5 keV (thick black lines) and modeled with IMPTAM (color

lines) for February 28-March 2, 2013 storm. During these days, the satellite was at midnight at 0230 UT (blue

vertical line) and at noon at 1430 UT (yellow vertical lines). No electron losses are considered.

359

360

361

362
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di↵usion was represented as a combination of two regimes, first corresponds to strong367

pitch-angle di↵usion everywhere [Chen and Schulz, 2001b] and second is for weak pitch368

angle di↵usion [Chen and Schulz, 2001a]. The term "less than everywhere strong" scat-369

tering was used by Chen and Schulz [2001a] to define the di↵usion which was not strong370

and when the electron distribution was not necessarily isotropic but we will use the term371

"weak" di↵usion [Kennel, 1969; Schulz, 1974]. The lifetime ⌧sd for strong pitch-angle dif-372

fusion is given as373

⌧sd = (
�m0

p
)[

2 Bh

1 � ⌘ ], (3)

where p is the particle momentum, � is the ratio of relativistic mass to rest mass, Bh is374

the magnetic field at either foot point of the field line,  is the magnetic flux tube vol-375

ume, ⌘ = 0.25 is the backscatter coe�cient (25% of electrons that will mirror at or below376

0.02 RE are scattered back to the flux tube instead of precipitating into the atmosphere).377

The strong-di↵usion lifetime ⌧sd increases monotonically with radial distance. For exam-378

ple, the lifetime of 4 keV electrons at 6 RE is about 20 min.379

Strong pitch-angle di↵usion is an ideal case. Chen and Schulz [2001b] stressed that380

there is a need for a model in which the pitch-angle di↵usion is not strong everywhere381

(the term "less than everywhere strong" appeared because of that). The scattering rate �0382

is approximated by383

�0(E , R) = min[0.08(E ,MeV )�1.32 , 0.4 · 102R�6+0.4log2 (E ))]day�1, (4)

where energy E is measured in units of MeV. Lifetimes due to wave-particle interactions384

are significantly shorter than those due to Coulomb scattering at distances beyond 3.5 RE385

for electrons with energies of 10-20 keV. For example, a 10-keV electron at 5 RE has a386

Coulomb lifetime of 100 days, but the lifetime due to wave-particle interactions is only387

2.7 hours. The MLT-dependence of the scattering rate is modeled as388

�(E , R, �) = [1 + a⇤
1 sin(� + �0) + a⇤

2 cos2(� + �0)]�0(E , R), (5)

where ✓ is the MLT coordinate, the coe�cients a⇤
1 , a⇤

2 , and �0 are the adjustable parame-389

ters set as a⇤
1 = 1.2, a⇤

2 = �0.25 · a⇤
1 , and �0 = ⇡/6. This produces less scattering in the390

evening and more scattering in the morning.391

The corresponding electron lifetime due to weak di↵usion is inversely proportional392

to the scattering rate, ⌧wd = 1/�(E , R, �). At distances < 4 RE , the lifetimes correspond393
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approximately to the limit of weak pitch-angle di↵usion. At distances > 4 RE , however,394

the lifetimes are close to the strong-di↵usion lifetimes.395

Figure 3 presents, in a similar format as Figure 2, the electron fluxes at geostation-396

ary orbit observed by the CEASE II ESA instrument onboard the AMC 12 satellite and397

modeled with IMPTAM for February 28-March 2, 2013 storm with electron losses by398

Chen et al. [2005] electron lifetimes for strong di↵usion only. Flux drops to almost zero399

values can be seen when satellite moves to the dayside and further to the duskside. At the400

same time, on the nightside and at dawn, the modeled fluxes are rather to close to the ob-401

served ones, especially for electrons energies below 15 keV. Electron fluxes observed at402

Van Allen Probe A (a) and B (c) by HOPE and MagEIS instruments for energies from 1403

to 200 keV and modeled with IMPTAM (b, d) for February 28-March 2, 2013 storm are404

shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 demonstrates how the inclusion of the strong di↵suion only405

results in rather low fluxes along Van Allen Probes A and B orbits inside geostationary406

distances.407

Figure 5 presents, in a similar format as Figure 2, the electron fluxes at geostation-416

ary orbit observed by the CEASE II ESA instrument onboard the AMC 12 satellite and417

modeled with IMPTAM for February 28-March 2, 2013 storm with electron losses by418

Chen et al. [2005] electron lifetimes for strong and weak di↵usion. We can clearly see419

that the losses are responsible for the daily decrease of the electron fluxes when satellite420

moves from midnight to towards dawn-noon-dusk. The agreement between the observed421

and modeled fluxes is quite reasonable, although the modeled fluxes are higher than the422

observed ones. The fluxes with electron energies from 15 to 50 keV are better modeled.423

Figure 6 shows the observed (a, c) and modeled (b, d) electron fluxes at Van Allen Probe424

A and B orbits with strong and weak di↵usion taken into account. Applying the weak425

di↵usion in addition to the strong di↵usion leads to a very reasonable magnitudes of mod-426

eled fluxes and rather close to the observed evolution during the storm. Weak di↵usion427

plays the most important role at distances inside geostationary orbit.428

6 Modeling of losses of keV electrons due to wave-particle interactions with the437

VERB code438

The quasi-linear di↵usion coe�cient is a powerful tool to quantify the e↵ect of cy-439

clotron resonance on radiation belt electrons. The Full Di↵usion Code, developed by [Ni440

et al., 2008] and [Shprits and Ni, 2009], is capable of obtaining accurate di↵usion coef-441
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3. Electron fluxes at geostationary orbit observed by the CEASE II ESA instrument onboard the

AMC 12 satellite for (a) 50-15 keV and (b) 15-5 keV (thick black lines) and modeled with IMPTAM (color

lines) for February 28-March 2, 2013 storm. During these days, the satellite was at midnight at 0230 UT (blue

vertical line) and at noon at 1430 UT (yellow vertical lines). Electron losses are represented following Chen et

al. [2005] electron lifetimes for strong di↵usion only.
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 4. Electron fluxes observed at Van Allen Probe A (a) and B (c) by HOPE and MagEIS instruments

for energies from 1 to 200 keV and modeled with IMPTAM (b, d) for February 28-March 2, 2013 storm.

Electron losses are represented following Chen et al. [2005] electron lifetimes for strong di↵usion only.
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414
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Electron fluxes at geostationary orbit observed by the CEASE II ESA instrument onboard the

AMC 12 satellite for (a) 50-15 keV and (b) 15-5 keV (thick black lines) and modeled with IMPTAM (color

lines) for February 28-March 2, 2013 storm. During these days, the satellite was at midnight at 0230 UT (blue

vertical line) and at noon at 1430 UT (yellow vertical lines). Electron losses are represented following Chen et

al. [2005] electron lifetimes for strong and weak di↵usion.
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Figure 6. Electron fluxes observed at Van Allen Probe A (a) and B (c) by HOPE and MagEIS instruments

for energies from 1 to 200 keV and modeled with IMPTAM (b, d) for February 28-March 2, 2013 storm.

Electron losses are represented following Chen et al. [2005] electron lifetimes for strong and weak di↵usion.
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ficients for di↵erent waves modes, e.g. chorus, plasmaspheric hiss, Electromagnetic Ion442

Cyclotron (EMIC) and magnetosonic waves [Orlova and Shprits, 2010; Orlova et al. 2012;443

Shprits et al. 2013. ]. FDC uses a parallel architecture and calculations are performed on444

NCAR’s YellowStone supercomputer and UCLA’s Ho↵man2 Cluster.445

There are two ways to estimate the electron’s lifetime based on di↵usion coe�-446

cients. One is the inverse of pitch angle di↵usion coe�cients at loss cone [Shprits et al.,447

2006], which can be applied when the pitch angle di↵usion coe�cients do not drop below448

1/10 of the value near the edge of the loss cone, ↵LC , for up to a 30 degrees wide range449

of pitch angle. One is estimated by the integral of 1/(Dtan↵) [Albert and Shprits, 2009],450

which is simpler and physically more transparent than the full calculation, and allows con-451

venient estimates of changing various wave parameters.452

If the scattering rates as functions of pitch angle are relatively monotonic or, at453

least, do not show significant minima of one order of magnitude or more, the times of454

losses can be estimated by taking an inverse of the pitch angle scattering rates near the455

edge of the loss cone [Lichtenberg and Lieberman, 1983; Shprits et al., 2006]. As was456

noted by Orlova et al. [2016], if the pitch angle di↵usion coe�cients have a deep local457

minimum for a wide range of pitch angles, they can create bottleneck and slow down the458

overall rate of pitch angle scattering. Orlova et al. [2016] used the expression given by Al-459

bert and Shprits [2009] that utilizes pitch angle di↵usion rates at all values of equatorial460

pitch angle to calculate electron lifetime, ⌧:461

⌧ =

Z ⇡/2

↵LC

d↵eq (2 < D↵↵ > tan(↵eq ))�1 , (6)

where ↵eq is the equatorial pitch angle and ↵LC is the equatorial loss cone angle. As was462

described above, D↵↵ is the bounce-averaged pitch angle di↵usion coe�cient computed in463

the dipole field using an approach of Glauert and Horne [2005] and Albert [2005].464

6.1 Electron lifetimes due to interactions with chorus waves465

VERB code and Full Di↵usion Code inside it computes the bounce-averaged pitch466

angle di↵usion coe�cients and, as an output, it provides the multi-dimentional matrix467

with dependencies on energy, pitch angle, MLT, and Kp. The matrix of electron lifetimes468

is computed from the matrix of di↵usion coe�cients. Orlova and Shprits [2014] intro-469

duced the parameterization for electron lifetimes due to interactions with chorus waves,470
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and this parameterization is now used in IMPTAM instead of the matrix of electron life-471

times.472

The initial parameterizations for electron lifetimes were presented in Orlova and473

Shprits [2014]. The parameterization of electron lifetimes ⌧chorus has the following form:474

log(⌧chorus ) = a1 + a2R + a3R(K p + 1) + a4R(K p + 1)E + a5R(K p + 1)E2 + a6R(K p + 1)2 +475

+a7R(K p + 1)2E + a8R(K p + 1)3 + a9RE + a10RE2 + a11RE3 + a12R2 +476

+a13R2(K p + 1) + a14R2(K p + 1)E + a15R2(K p + 1)2 + a16R2E +477

+a17R2E2 + a18R3 + a19R3(K p + 1) + a20R3E + a21(K p + 1) +478

+a22(K p + 1)E + a23(K p + 1)E2 + a24(K p + 1)E3 + a25(K p + 1)2 +479

+a26(K p + 1)2E + a27(K p + 1)2E2 + a28(K p + 1)3 + a29(K p + 1)3E +480

+a30E + a31E2 + a32E3 + a33E4 , (7)481

where E is in MeV units, and ⌧chorus is in days. It is valid at distances from 3 to 8 RE ,482

for Kp from 0 to 6, and for electron energies from 1 keV to 2 MeV.483

The coe�cients a1 � a33 were computed for four MLT sectors: night (21 < MLT <484

3), dawn (3 < MLT < 9), prenoon (9 < MLT < 12), and postnoon (12 < MLT < 15).485

For nightside, there are 5 subsets of coe�cients: (1) for E  10 keV and for all values of486

Kp; (2) for 10 keV < E < 0.5 MeV for Kp  3; (3) for 10 keV < E < 0.5 MeV for Kp487

> 3; (4) for E � 0.5 MeV for Kp  3; and (5) for E � 0.5 MeV for Kp > 3. For dawn-488

side, 3 subsets of coe�cients correspond to 3 energy intervals, such as, (1) E < 7 keV; (2)489

7 keV < E < 0.1 MeV; (3) E > 0.1 MeV, and for all values of Kp. Similarly, the coe�-490

cients for prenoon and postnoon sectors are for all values of Kp and for 3 energy inter-491

vals, namely, (1) E < 7 keV; (2) 7 keV < E < 90 keV; (3) E > 90 keV. In total, there are492

14 sets of coe�cients used for di↵erent combinations of MLT, energy and Kp. We used493

the updated coe�cients provided by K. Orlova. Figure 7 shows the computed equatorial494

maps of electron lifetimes due to interactions with chorus waves at distances from 3 to 8495

RE based on updated parameterization by Orlova and Shprits [2014]. For illustration and496

since we consider mainly the electrons in the energy range from 1 to 150 keV, we present497

the lifetimes for energies of 5 keV (a, b), 10 keV (c, d), 50 keV (e, f), 100 keV (g, h),498

and 150 (i, j) keV for two Kp values of 1 (a, c, e, g, i) and 5 (b, d, f, h, j) representing499

quiet and disturbed conditions per each energy. The decrease in lifetimes of electrons can500

be seen for all energies with the Kp increase. The parameterization does not include the501
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lifetimes in the 15-21 MLT sector due to the lack of measurements in that sector and ab-502

sence of chorus waves there which makes impossible to construct a model there.503

We incorporated the electron lifetimes due to interactions with chorus waves into the506

IMPTAM. For the 15-21 MLT sector we set the lifetime to be equal of 100 days, since507

the electrons are expected to spend quite a long time in that sector (Yu. Shprits, private508

communication, 2016).509

6.2 Electron lifetimes due to interactions with hiss waves510

The parameterization of electron lifetimes due to interactions with hiss waves was511

obtained by Orlova et al. [2014] for two MLT sectors separately. For the nightside sector512

for 21-06 MLT, the ⌧hissn is given as:513

log(⌧hissn ) = a1 + a2R + a3E + a4K p + a5R2 + a6RE +514

+a7E2 + a8RK p + a9RE + a10K p2 + a11R3 + a12R2E +515

+a13RE2 + a14E3 + a15R2K p + a16REK p +516

+a17E2K p + a18R4 + a19R3E + a20R2E2 + a21RE3 +517

+a22E4 + a23R3K p + a24R2EK p + a25RE2K p +518

+a26E3K p + a27R4E + a28R3E2 + a29R2E3 +519

+a30RE4 + a31E5 + a32R3EK p + a33R2E2K p + a34RE3K p +520

+a35E4K p + a36R3E3 + a37R2E4 + a38RE5 + a39E6 +521

+a40R3E2K p + a41R2E3K p + a42RE4K p + a43E5K p +522

+a44R3E4 + a45R2E5 + a46RE6 + a47E7 + a48R3E3K p +523

+a49R2E4K p + a50RE5K p + a51E6K p + a52RE7 + a53E8 +524

+a54R2E5K p + a55RE6K p + a56E7K p + a57RE8 + a58E9 +525

+a59RE7K p, (8)526

where E = log(Ek ), Ek is in MeV units and from 1 keV to 10 MeV. It is valid at dis-527

tances from 3 to 6 RE and for Kp up to 6.528

On the dayside for 06-21 MLT, the parameterization for ⌧hissd has the form:529

log(⌧hissd ) = g(E , R) + y(K p), (9)530
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(c) (d) 
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(g) (h) 

(i) (j) 

Figure 7. Equatorial maps of electron lifetimes due to interactions with chorus waves at distances from 3 to

8 RE based on updated parameterization by Orlova and Shprits [2014].
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where531

g(E , R) = a1 + a2R + a3E + a4R2 + a5RE + a6E2 +532

+a7R3 + a8R2E + a9RE2 + a10E3 + a11R4 + a12R3E +533

+a13R2E2 + a14RE3 + a15E4 + a16R4E +534

+a17R3E2 + a18R2E3 + a19RE4 + a20E5 + a21R3E3 +535

+a22R2E4 + a23RE5 + a24E6 + a25R3E4 +536

+a26R2E5 + a27RE6 + a28E7 (10)537

and538

y(K p) = 0.015465K p2 � o.26074K p + 1.0077. (11)539

The obtained parameterization is only valid for E = log(Ek ) > f (L), where f (L) =540

�0.2573R4 + 4.2781R3 � 25.9348R2 + 66.8113R � 66.1182. Figure 8 demonstrates the541

validity of the obtained parameterization by showing the f (L) at distances from 3 to 6 RE542

(upper panel) and computed energy limit (lower panel). The Equations 8 and 10 are not543

valid at energies below 350 keV at 3 RE and at energies below 75 keV at 3.5 RE with544

invalidity range decreasing very rapidly at larger distances.545

We used the coe�cients provided by K. Orlova. Figure 9 shows the computed equa-548

torial maps of electron lifetimes due to interactions with hiss waves with the validity range549

taken into account at distances from 3 to 6 RE based on the parameterization by Orlova et550

al. [2014]. We present the lifetimes for energies of 5 keV (a, b), 10 keV (c, d), 50 keV (e,551

f), 100 keV (g, h), and 150 (i, j) keV for two Kp values of 1 (a, c, e, g, i) and 5 (b, d, f,552

h, j) representing quiet and disturbed conditions per each energy. The decrease in lifetimes553

of electrons can be seen for all energies with the Kp increase.554

Recently, new parameterization of electron lifetimes due to interactions with hiss557

waves were released based on the previous study by Spasojevic et al. [2015]. The range558

of distances where parameterization is valid was increased being from 1.5 to 5.5 RE . It is559

applicable for Kp up to 5. The form for ⌧hissnew is now the same for all MLTs:560

⌧hissnew (R, E ,MLT, K p) =
⌧av (R, E)

g(MLT )h(K p)
, (12)561

where E = log(Ek ), Ek is in MeV units and ⌧av is the the lifetime for the averaged MLT562

and Kp values as a function of electron kinetic energy Ek from 1 keV up to 10 MeV and563
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Figure 8. Validity of electron lifetimes due to interactions with hiss waves parameterization by Orlova et

al. [2014].
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(c) (d) 
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(g) (h) 

(i) (j) 

Figure 9. Equatorial maps of electron lifetimes due to interactions with hiss waves at distances from 3 to 6

RE based on the parameterization by Orlova et al. [2014].
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L shells from 1.5 to 5.5 which is given as564

log(⌧av (R, E)) = a1 + a2R + a3E + a4R2 + a5RE + a6E2 +565

+a7R3 + a8R2E + a9RE2 + a10E3 + a11R4 + a12R3E +566

+a13R2E2 + a14RE3 + a15E4 + a16RE4 +567

+a17R2E3 + a18R4E + a19R5 + a20E5 (13)568

and g(MLT ) and h(K p) are dimentionless scaling factors. g(MLT ) = 1
G0

10g0 (MLT ) ,569

g0(MLT ) = b2mlt2 + b1 MLT + b0, where G0 = 782.3, b2 = -0.0073, b1 = 0.18, and b0 =570

2.080. h(K p) = 1
H0

10h0 (Kp) , h0(K p) = c2K p2+c1K p+c0, where H0 = 1315, c2 = -0.0014,571

c1 = 0.23, and c0 = 2.598. We used the coeeficients provided in Orlova et al. [2016].572

The obtained parameterization is only valid for E = log(Ek ) > f (L), where573

f (L) = 0.1328R2 � 2.1463R + 3.7857. Figure 10 demonstrates the validity of the obtained574

parameterization by showing the f (L) at distances from 2.5 to 5.5 RE (upper panel) and575

computed energy limit (lower panel). The limits are lower than in the previous parame-576

terization by Orlova et al. [2014]. The Equation 12 and 13 are not valid at energies below577

200 keV at 2.5 RE and at energies below 10 keV at 3.5 RE with invalidity range decreas-578

ing very rapidly at larger distances.579

Figure 11 shows the computed equatorial maps of electron lifetimes due to interac-582

tions with hiss waves with the validity range taken into account at distances from 1.5 to583

5.5 RE based on the parameterization by Orlova et al. [2016]. We present the lifetimes for584

energies of 5 keV (a, b), 10 keV (c, d), 50 keV (e, f), 100 keV (g, h), and 150 (i, j) keV585

for two Kp values of 1 (a, c, e, g, i) and 5 (b, d, f, h, j) representing quiet and disturbed586

conditions per each energy. The decrease in lifetimes of electrons can be seen for all ener-587

gies with the Kp increase.588

6.3 Combined losses due to chorus and hiss waves591

We combined the represenations for both chorus and hiss waves in order to take592

into account their influence on the electron lifetimes. We applied the lifetimes due to cho-593

rus waves interactions at distances from 10 to 6 RE and lifetimes due to hiss waves in-594

teractions at distances from 6 to 3 RE for Orlova et al. [2014] parameterization and at595

distances from 5.5 to 3 RE for Orlova et al. [2016] parameterization. Figure 12 shows596

the combined equatorial maps of electron lifetimes due to interactions with chorus and597
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Figure 10. Validity of electron lifetimes due to interactions with hiss waves parameterization by Orlova et

al. [2016].
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(i) (j) 

Figure 11. Equatorial maps of electron lifetimes due to interactions with hiss waves at distances from 1.5

to 5.5 RE based on the parameterization by Orlova et al. [2016].
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hiss waves based on the parameterizations by Orlova and Shprits [2014] and Orlova et al.598

[2014], respectively. We present the lifetimes for energies of 5 keV (a, b), 10 keV (c, d),599

50 keV (e, f), 100 keV (g, h), and 150 (i, j) keV for two Kp values of 1 (a, c, e, g, i) and600

5 (b, d, f, h, j) representing quiet and disturbed conditions per each energy.601

Figure 13 presents the electron fluxes at geostationary orbit observed by the CEASE604

II ESA instrument onboard the AMC 12 satellite and modeled with IMPTAM for Febru-605

ary 28-March 2, 2013 storm with electron losses due to interactions with chorus waves606

at distances from 10 to 6 RE [Orlova and Shprits, 2014] and with hiss waves at distances607

from 6 to 3 RE [Orlova et al., 2014]. We can see that the observed geostationary electron608

fluxes are better reproduced as compared to those in Figure 5, especially during the storm609

maximum which occurred at around 10 UT on March 1st. It is clear that the fluxes of610

electrons with energies from 15 to 50 keV (Figure 13a) are better reproduced than those611

with lower energies between 5 and 15 keV (Figure 13b). The discrepancy between the612

modeled and the observed fluxes is rather pronounced (reaching even 2 orders of magni-613

tude di↵erence) during the first day of modeling on February 28th which was before the614

storm has occurred, especially for lower energies (Figure 13b). Also, at the end of the615

last day of the storm on March 2nd, the modeled fluxes are around one order of magni-616

tude higher than the observed ones at noon and dusk. Since we present the modeled fluxes617

at geostationary orbit, the main contribution is expected to come from chorus waves in618

electron lifetimes (chorus waves are present at distances from 10 to 6 RE ) but hiss waves619

can also play their role, since the L-shell of geostationary orbit changes during the storm620

due to changes in the magnetic field in the surrponding region. The way how the electron621

lifetimes were parameterized for low energies may be the reason of the disagreement be-622

tween the modeled and the observed fluxes. On the nightside, for energies less than 10623

keV, coe�cients in the Equation 7 are the same for all the energies and Kp values. At the624

same time, on February 28th the Kp was 2 but on March 1st it was 5. Even the Equa-625

tion 7 contains the Kp-dependence, it is still not clear how di↵erent can be electron losses626

for di↵erent energies within the interval from 1 to 10 keV. For dawn, prenoon and post-627

noon sectors, the coe�cients in the Equation 7 are the same for all Kp values and they628

depend on energy. The energy ranges are rather big, being, for example, from 7 keV to 90629

keV at dawn. Using the same coe�cients for energies of 10 and 50 keV may lead to the630

obtained discrepancies. Same arguments can be applied to the parameterization of electron631
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(c) (d) 
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(g) (h) 

(i) (j) 

Figure 12. Equatorial maps of electron lifetimes due to interactions with chorus waves at distances from 10

to 6 RE [Orlova and Shprits, 2014] and with hiss waves at distances from 6 to 3 RE [Orlova et al., 2014].
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(a) (b) 

Figure 13. Electron fluxes at geostationary orbit observed by the CEASE II ESA instrument onboard the

AMC 12 satellite for (a) 50-15 keV and (b) 15-5 keV (thick black lines) and modeled with IMPTAM (color

lines) for February 28-March 2, 2013 storm. During these days, the satellite was at midnight at 0230 UT

(blue vertical line) and at noon at 1430 UT (yellow vertical lines). Electron losses are due to interactions with

chorus waves at distances from 10 to 6 RE [Orlova and Shprits, 2014] and with hiss waves at distances from

6 to 3 RE [Orlova et al., 2014].

634

635

636

637

638

639

lifetimes due to hiss waves. There, only 2 sets of coe�cients (dayside and nightside) are632

used for all energies (Equations 8 and 10).633

Figure 14 shows the observed (a, c) and modeled (b, d) electron fluxes at Van Allen640

Probe A and B orbits. The main feature is that the modeled fluxes inside geostationary641

orbit are about one order of magnitude lower than the observed ones. All the arguments642

presented above for the results at geostationary orbit are valid here, too. Moreover, the643

simple combination of the electron lifetimes due to chorus and hiss waves has non-smooth644

transitions between them at 6 RE where lifetime due to chorus goes into the lifetime due645

to hiss. Moreover, transitions between MLT-sectors inside both models are also with some646

jumps. This also can lead to rather complicated behavior or modeled fluxes.647
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February 28, 2013         March 1, 2013         March 2, 2013 

Figure 14. Electron fluxes observed at Van Allen Probe A (a) and B (c) by HOPE and MagEIS instruments

for energies from 1 to 200 keV and modeled with IMPTAM (b, d) for February 28-March 2, 2013 storm.

Electron losses are due to interactions with chorus waves at distances from 10 to 6 RE [Orlova and Shprits,

2014] and with hiss waves at distances from 6 to 3 RE [Orlova et al., 2014].
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Figure 15 shows the combined equatorial maps of electron lifetimes due to interac-652

tions with chorus and hiss waves based on the parameterizations by Orlova and Shprits653

[2014] and Orlova et al. [2016], respectively. We present the lifetimes for energies of 5654

keV (a, b), 10 keV (c, d), 50 keV (e, f), 100 keV (g, h), and 150 (i, j) keV for two Kp655

values of 1 (a, c, e, g, i) and 5 (b, d, f, h, j) representing quiet and disturbed conditions656

per each energy.657

Figure 16 presents the electron fluxes at geostationary orbit observed by the CEASE660

II ESA instrument onboard the AMC 12 satellite and modeled with IMPTAM for Febru-661

ary 28-March 2, 2013 storm with electron losses due to interactions with chorus waves662

at distances from 10 to 5.5 RE [Orlova and Shprits, 2014] and with hiss waves at dis-663

tances from 5.5 to 3 RE [Orlova et al., 2016]. As it can be seen, the di↵erence between664

Figure 13 and Figure 16 is not very big. The observed geostationary electron fluxes are665

reproduced well during the storm maximum at around 10 UT on March 1st. The fluxes666

of electrons with energies from 15 to 50 keV are better reproduced than those with lower667

energies between 5 and 15 keV but for the new hiss model, the fluxes with lower ener-668

gies are closer to the observed ones (Figure 16b). Figure 17 shows the observed (a, c) and669

modeled (b, d) electron fluxes at Van Allen Probe A and B orbits. It is also rather simi-670

lar to Figure 14 where previous representation for hiss waves was used. All the arguments671

presented above for the results with previous representation for hiss waves are valid here,672

too.673

7 Discussion and Conclusions684

We investigated the role of the loss process of pitch angle di↵usion for keV elec-685

trons in the inner Earth’s magnetosphere. We presented the modeling results for one ex-686

ample storm event on February 28 - March 2, 2013. The losses were taken into account687

by incorporating the electron lifetimes into Inner Magnetosphere Particle Transport and688

Acceleration Model (IMPTAM) following several models. They included (1) no losses at689

all, (2) losses presented as strong di↵usion everywhere in the inner magnetosphere and (3)690

taking into account weak di↵usion in addition to strong strong di↵usion following Chen691

et al. [2005] model without specifying the waves responsible for pitch angle scattering,692

(4) losses due to interactions with specific waves, such as chorus waves (electron lifetimes693

given by Orlova and Shprits [2014]) and hiss waves (electron lifetimes given by Orlova et694

al. [2014]), and (5) losses due to interactions with chorus waves (electron lifetimes given695
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(i) (j) 

Figure 15. Equatorial maps of electron lifetimes due to interactions with chorus waves at distances from 10

to 6 RE [Orlova and Shprits, 2014] and with hiss waves at distances from 1.5 to 5.5 RE [Orlova et al., 2016].
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(a) (b) 

Figure 16. Electron fluxes at geostationary orbit observed by the CEASE II ESA instrument onboard the

AMC 12 satellite for (a) 50-15 keV and (b) 15-5 keV (thick black lines) and modeled with IMPTAM (color

lines) for February 28-March 2, 2013 storm. During these days, the satellite was at midnight at 0230 UT (blue

vertical line) and at noon at 1430 UT (yellow vertical lines). Electron losses are due to interactions with cho-

rus waves at distances from 10 to 5.5 RE [Orlova and Shprits, 2014] and with hiss waves at distances from

5.5 to 3 RE [Orlova et al., 2016].
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February 28, 2013         March 1, 2013         March 2, 2013 

Figure 17. Electron fluxes observed at Van Allen Probe A (a) and B (c) by HOPE and MagEIS instruments

for energies from 1 to 200 keV and modeled with IMPTAM (b, d) for February 28-March 2, 2013 storm.

Electron losses are due to interactions with chorus waves at distances from 10 to 5.5 RE [Orlova and Shprits,

2014] and with hiss waves at distances from 5.5 to 3 RE [Orlova et al., 2016].
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by Orlova and Shprits [2014]) and hiss waves (electron lifetimes given by Orlova et al.696

[2016]). Last two models were obtained from the VERB code. We compared the modeled697

electron fluxes at geostationary orbit with the measurements from AMC12 satellite for en-698

ergies from 5 to 50 keV and inside geostationary orbit with measurements from Van Allen699

Probes HOPE and MagEIS instruments covering the energy range from 1 to 200 keV.700

In the absence of electron losses, all variations which can be seen in the modeled701

low energy electron fluxes at geostationary orbit are caused by the variations in IMP-702

TAM’s parameters which are the solar wind and IMF parameters and Dst index included703

in background magnetic and electric field models and boundary conditions. The modeled704

fluxes are of 1041/(cm2 · s · sr · eV ) without any pronounced variations which are present705

in the observed fluxes. As was demonstrated by Ganushkina et al. [2013], simple running706

of the IMPTAM with the observed parameters does not result in the model output compa-707

rable to the observed electron fluxes at geostationary orbit, if no proper loss processes are708

considered.709

The inclusion of the strong di↵usion [Chen and Schulz, 2001b; Chen et al., 2005]710

everywhere in the inner magnetosphere as the only process to represent the pitch angle711

di↵usion for electrons, results in rather significant flux drops, to almost zero values, at712

geostationary orbit on the day- and duskside. At the same time, on the nightside and at713

dawn, the modeled fluxes are rather to close to the observed ones, especially for electrons714

energies below 15 keV. The electron fluxes are rather low inside geostationary orbit. This715

finding agrees well with the study by Chen et al. [2015] where they used the same model716

of Chen and Schulz [2001b] for strong di↵usion and modeled August 10, 2000 storm event717

with RMC-E code [Lemon et al., 2004] considering that all loss for electrons comes from718

the strong di↵usion only. For data-model comparison, they used the 18 hours energy-time719

spectrogram from one LANL 1994-084 satellite. They found that on the dayside from720

0900 to 1730 MLT, there is too much of flux depletion. At the same time, on the night-721

side the modeled electron fluxes were of the order of magnitude comparable to the ob-722

served ones. If only the strong di↵usion is considered, electrons di↵use across the equa-723

torial loss cone in less than a quarter of a bounce period and the electron distribution is724

close to isotropic. This can happen in the plasma sheet but it is not the situation at dis-725

tances close to Earth.726
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Electrons can be exposed the weak di↵usion which does not result in their e�-727

cient depletion into the equatorial loss cone and the electron distribution is essentially728

anisotropic. Therefore, in addition to the considering the strong di↵usion, we took into729

account the weak di↵usion regime following [Chen and Schulz, 2001a; Chen et al., 2005].730

No types of waves the electrons interact with were specified. Addition of weak di↵usion731

resulted in somewhat reasonable agreement between the observed and modeled fluxes at732

geostationary orbit, although the modeled fluxes are about one order of magnitude higher733

than the observed ones, mainly on the dayside. The fluxes with electron energies from734

15 to 50 keV are better modeled. Inside geostationary orbit, the evolution of the mod-735

eled fluxes during the storm is rather close to the observed features. Detailed dynamics of736

the observed fluxes is not reproduced. Chen et al. [2015] used the same combination of737

models for strong and weak di↵usion regimes for the August 10, 2000 storm event mod-738

eling. Their comparison was mostly qualitative, since they showed only one energy-time739

color spectrogram and did not compare electron fluxes in specific energy ranges in de-740

tails. Instead, all the comparison was done by eye inspection of the observed and modeled741

spectrograms. The conclusion which was reached was that the observed fluxes were over-742

estimated on the morning and dayside.743

When the electron losses due to interactions with specific types of waves, such as744

chorus waves [Orlova and Shprits, 2014] and with hiss waves [Orlova et al., 2014, 2016]745

are introduced, the observed geostationary electron fluxes are very well reproduced during746

the storm maximum. The fluxes of electrons with energies from 15 to 50 keV are closer747

to the observed ones than those with lower energies between 5 and 15 keV. The discrep-748

ancy between the modeled and the observed fluxes is rather pronounced (reaching even 2749

orders of magnitude di↵erence, especially for lower energies) during the first and last day750

of the modeled storm. The way how the electron lifetimes were parameterized for low en-751

ergies with the same coe�cients for all Kp values and for wide energy range may be the752

reason of the disagreement between the modeled and the observed fluxes. Moreover, the753

simple combination of the electron lifetimes due to chorus and hiss waves has non-smooth754

transitions between them at the location where lifetime due to chorus goes into the life-755

time due to hiss. In addition, transitions between MLT-sectors inside both models are also756

with some jumps. This also can lead to rather complicated behavior or modeled fluxes.757

Several details in the dynamics of the observed fluxes are missing. The combination of758

models for chorus waves [Orlova and Shprits, 2014] and for hiss waves [Orlova et al.,759
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2014] was used in the study of Chen et al. [2015]. As was mentioned above, their quali-760

tative analysis of the model performance was based on the eye inspection of one energy-761

time spectrogram. The conclusion they stated was that the major features of that spectro-762

gram were reproduced reasonably well which is di�cult to quatify. It was also mentioned763

that the lack of specification of the scattering rates in the 1500-2100 MLT sector can be764

the reason of discreapancy betweet the modeled and observed fluxes.765

The presented paper is the first e↵ort to validate the IMPTAM at and inside geo-766

stationary model simultaneously. Although, the detailed dynamics of observed fluxes was767

not fully reproduced, the representation for electron lifetimes for keV electrons obtained768

from the VERB code is the best available model at present. The keV electron fluxes vary769

significantly on the time scales of tens of minutes. The electron lifetimes parameterized770

by 3-hour Kp index do not reflect the full picture of shorter time variations. Further IMP-771

TAM validation will lead to better understanding of the necessity to develop the model for772

electron lifetimes with more detailed dependence on energy and other than Kp geomag-773

netic indices.774

Keeping in mind the points discussed above, the conclusions are the followings:775

1. All the variations of the modeled electron fluxes at geostationary orbit are caused776

by the changes in IMPTAM’s parameters, namely, the solar wind and IMF parameters and777

Dst index included in background magnetic and electric field models and boundary condi-778

tions, if no electron loss processes are considered.779

2. If the electron losses are represented by the strong di↵usion limit everywhere in780

the inner magnetosphere, the modeled electron fluxes drop to almost zero values on the781

day- and duskside. The non-zero fluxes on the nightside are due to fresh electrons coming782

from the model boundary.783

3. Addition of weak di↵usion to the strong di↵usion regime results in rather reason-784

able agreement between the variations of the observed and modeled fluxes at geostationary785

orbit. At the same time, the modeled fluxes are about one order of magnitude higher than786

the observed ones on the dayside. Inside geostationary orbit, the evolution of the modeled787

fluxes during the storm is rather close to the observed features.788

4. With electron losses due to interactions with specific types of waves, such as cho-789

rus and hiss introduced, the observed geostationary electron fluxes at the storm maximum790
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are very well reproduced. The fluxes of electrons with energies from 15 to 50 keV are791

closer to the observed ones than those with lower energies between 5 and 15 keV. The792

discrepancies between the modeled and the observed fluxes can be attributed to the pa-793

rameterization of electron lifetimes for low energies with the same coe�cients for all Kp794

values, to the non-smooth transitions between lifetimes due to chorus and hiss, and the795

lifetime jumps between MLT-sectors.796

5. IMPTAM is a powerful tool for modeling keV electron fluxes at di↵erent dis-797

tances in the inner Earth’s magnetosphere.798
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